We have studied the interface-width scaling behavior of deposition models in which limited downward mobility is introduced. In all the models studied here, there is a maximum allowed slope for the interface at which the growth velocity is zero. The Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation is resummed in order to show explicitly this slope constraint, but still incorporates parameters lambda-measuring the slope dependence of the growth velocity, nu measuring the surface tension, and D measuring the noise amplitude. Increasing mobility naturally smooths the interface, and is associated with a decrease in the magnitude of lambda-eff = lambda-D1/2/nu-3/2. A detailed study of a bridge-site deposition model, with one hop of probability p, shows that \lambda\ increases with p. From an independent assessment of noise-amplitude behavior, we can conclude that nu must also increase with p to ensure the required lambda-eff behavior. Direct determination of nu via the Wolf-Tang procedure of imposing inhomogeneity on some length scale L supports this conclusion. (However nu depends on the inhomogeneity strength, which should be chosen small, and on L.) We comment on anticipated behavior of similar limited-mobility models in d greater-than-or-equal-to 2 dimensions, and compare with behavior of limited-mobility ballistic deposition and noise-reduced deposition models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Far-from-equilibrium evolution of surface or interface profiles has been the subject of much recent study [1] .
Often discrete (lattice) deposition models are invoked, which in the simplest case allow no restructuring or mobility of atoms between adsorption sites following deposition. Such models include irreversible random deposition at atop sites (for a simple-cubic geometry) [2] , at bridge sites [for a one-dimensional substrate] [3] , at fourfoldhollow (4hf) sites [for a fcc(100) substrate] [3] ; and single-step models [4, 5] , restricted solid-on-solid (RSOS) models [6] , and lattice models of ballistic deposition [1] .
Not surprisingly these models produce "rough" interface profiles, as we quantify below.
Our interest here is in the smoothing effect that occurs if one modifies the above models to allow atoms to make a single hop /aterally or downward to a lower adsorption site, with probability p, immediately following deposition.
(Thus p =0 recovers the simple immobile models. ) One might think of such motion as "transient mobility" associated with the inability of the deposited atom to instantaneously dissipate the kinetic energy gained upon formation of the atom-surface bond [7] . Alternatively, it might reAect the effects of the onset of thermal mobility in systems for which layer-by-layer growth is thermodynamically favored, and in which deposition is essentially immobile at low temperatures [7] . Monte Carlo simulation of these models provides direct information on interface evolution. However, to elucidate the observed behavior, it is invaluable to consider a "coarse-grained" continuum description of the process. In such a description, one postulates that the evolution of the interface height h (r, t) at lateral position r and time t is described by a stochastic Kardar-Parisi-Zhang represents a surface-tension induced by the deposition dynamics (rather than energetics), and implicit terms involve higher derivatives.
The noise term g satisfies (q) =0 and (g(r, t)g(r', t')) =2D5(r -r')5(t t'). Sim--ple transformation of Eq. (1) shows that the behavior of the solution is determined by the single parameter = A,D ' /v [10] .
Of primary interest here is the asymptotic behavior of the interface width or roughness w=((h -(h)) )' -t~o r (h)~as t or (h) -woo (2) for one-or two-dimensional substrates of infinite extent In this contribution, we focus on the smoothing effects of hopping in models involving random deposition at bridge and 4fh sites, and in the RSOS models. We note that the single-step model [4, 5] +i)'), (3) Fig. 4 , from which we find that -A, =0. 5 [6] . We can also allow the deposited particle to hop with probability p to another RSOS adsorption site analogously to the bridge-site model with one hop (see Fig. 6 ). In Fig. 7 [6, 23] . This is done as follows. Deposition occurs randomly at bridge sites. However, a bridge site is allow to adsorb a particle only after M -1 particles have previously impinged upon it. It this criterion is not met, the impinging particle is removed. We performed simulations in which the values of M varied from 1 to 51. The basic bridge-site model is recovered when M is equal to unity.
In Fig. 9 Fig. 10 . We have again defined the length scales such that the velocity of a microscopically Aat surface is equal to unity, and the maximum slope is unity.
From the plots in Fig. 10 
